An on-going effort to develop a set of class-based libraries in C++ for image I/O and image processing is described. These new libraries will provide the following features to application programs based on them:
Various groups have produced significant image processing and analysis packages in recent years. Wellknown examples are the Khoros package 4 and the Mayo Foundation's ANALYZE 5 . There is also at least one general purpose format for scientific applications, the "Hierarchical Data Format" (HDF) 6 available from the National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA).
Nevertheless, we have not found any one package that is sufficient for the needs of our research, for a variety of reasons. Often, this is because the package does not provide a comprehensive solution to the problems described above and to the needs of our highly diverse environment.
THE ENVIRONMENT
The collaborative groups at the University of North Carolina and the University of Utrecht represent a total of 18 academic departments. There are multiple groups working on disparate projects having various image processing needs. The common theme that relates them is the use of modern workstations, on which they run either the /usr/image package or a related C++ package 7 that uses the same format. There are relatively few situations where special image-processing (e.g., DSP) boards are used.
A collaborative exchange of images and software is a common feature of this environment. Thus, computer scientists and physicians often work as an inter-departmental team. The concerns of the various groups, while related, often are not identical. The hospital staff is concerned about issues of data management -confidentiality, quality control, the use of standards such as the ACR-NEMA standard, etc. In contrast, the computer scientists are most often concerned with issues of methodology and performance -algorithms, speed, display parameters, etc.
Finally, there is a need to support other disciplines because our research efforts are not all in medical imaging. For example, one UNC computer scientist collaborates with astronomers in the Department of Physics. He needs to be able to transfer FITS 8 images into the /usr/image format for processing.
Existing image file formats and their supporting libraries cannot adequately handle such a wide diversity of needs. Because of this, we undertook to build a software package that would run efficiently on modern workstations yet provide maximal capability and flexibility to the user.
THE DEVELOPMENT GOALS
The old software had a few features that we considered important and worth retaining in some form. Pixel access in the old library was fast and used direct access to the files. Indexing of pixels in multidimensional images used the natural choice of row-major ordering imposed by the C programming language in which the libim.a library was written. There was a fairly wide, although not comprehensive, list of pixel types. However, as mentioned above, there were a number of serious problems because of the age of the old design. This section will discuss other features desired of the new software, which are intended to solve the problems described above and to provide novel capabilities.
As mentioned earlier, it was important in our collaborative environment to be able to exchange files between a variety of computer architectures. Yet since different vendors use different arithmetic encoding schemes, byte-order dependence, especially in the common case of 16-bit integer images, is frequently a problem. To achieve complete machine independence of images, we decided partially to adopt the "External Data Representation" (XDR)
2 .
The use of XDR introduces a computational overhead, which can be quite large, especially with the number of pixels † in today's 3D medical images. We therefore decided only to use XDR when necessary and to put this partially under control of the user. In particular, since the header information is generally small compared to the pixel data, we elected always to use XDR for the header information and to allow the user to specify when it is used for pixels. For example, in the case of integer data, it is normally not necessary to use XDR since an in-place swapping of bytes is often more efficient. This also usually results in a space savings; for example, XDR encodes 16-bit integers into 32-bit quantities.
There are basically two ways one can store an image on disk. Either it is stored as a single file, or the pixels are put in one file with the rest of the information put into another file. Various people in our and other laboratories have advocated one or the other of these schemes for the following reasons.
Updating a combined format in-place can be computationally expensive, because of the need to move data within the file. If it is necessary to copy the file to modify it, more disk space is required. Nevertheless, all information pertaining to an image is present in a combined file, so there is no risk of losing just the pixels or the header. Moreover, users having only small images may see no reason for separated files, claiming they clutter their workspaces.
On the other hand, the use of separated files has been advocated, on the basis that the pixel file is easily mapped to special-purpose hardware, particularly display systems. With the recent introduction of optical "jukebox" systems, it is also possible to store headers on primary disk and pictures (i.e. pixel files) on the secondary optical disk. Then, the header information of a large set of files could be browsed to find the desired image before the pixels are brought from secondary to primary storage. This scheme would trade a few seconds of access time on the first access for the savings of having optical rather than magnetic disk drives.
In short, there are times when both separated and combined image files are useful. Therefore, we decided to support both types of storage.
In recent years, there have been increasingly more situations in which one might want to store multiple images for simultaneous processing. For example, within the medical imaging community there is currently a great interest in scale-space techniques for segmentation of images.
9 For this reason, we sought to support multi-image files. As a convenience, we refer to these as "stacks" and call each separate picture, regardless of its number of dimensions, a "level." We chose to permit the levels to be completely independent of each other. Thus they may have entirely different dimensions, pixel types and associated information.
In keeping with our decision to allow storage of images in separated and in combined files, we decided to permit stacks to be stored this way. However, we also believe a more natural method of storing each level in a separate file should be supported. For this purpose we support the concept of a directory of images. For a typical application, a directory would be created to hold the image. In it, a single header file and multiple † In this paper we use the term "pixel" regardless of image dimension. pixel files would be placed. This directory of files then would be processed as if it were a single image stack. The single header file would contain the descriptive information for each picture. We also allow there to be multiple header files in the same stack.
One of the nice features of the UNIX system is the idea of pipes that connect separate processes called filters. 10 A filter takes data from its standard input, does some computation on the data stream and writes the resulting output to its standard output. The vertical bar, which indicates a pipe, allows such programs to be connected to form longer commands. This idea has generally not been applied to images, because of their size. However, tests at UNC have shown it is feasible on today's workstations for all but the largest of images. This is particularly appropriate when a user wants to test a number of algorithms on the same image and look at the results on a display screen. For example, the commands % ahe chest | display & % butterworth chest | display & % median chest | display & might run three well known enhancement techniques on the same image (chest), all being run in the background (the ampersands), so that they could be displayed simultaneously side-by-side. No intermediate files, which the user would later have to delete, would be produced.
This concept of piping was extended to other objects. Thus, in addition to piping images, we decided to support memory sharing between processes with the connection supported via pipe. To avoid piping image data, we also permitted "references" to images to be piped.
The idea of a reference to an image is an important part of our design. This is of particular importance in medical fields, where a physician, for example a radiologist, often may want to compare similar images from several patient studies to improve his understanding of how a particular anatomical feature or abnormality should appear. It would be too tedious to have to merge the images, prior to display, and then issue commands to display them. With reference files, which contain lists of image file names, one can define new images, especially stacks, without actually copying files. Therefore, the I/O software must to be able to interpret references, so that the actual work can be done at the time of final execution.
Because some of our clinical colleagues were strong supporters of the ACR-NEMA message format, they urged us to base our format on it. While this idea had merit, the ACR-NEMA standard has some serious limitations. Among them are that it supports 1D and 2D images only, and it has a limited number of pixel types. However, the mechanism for defining new group-element pairs is attractive. Therefore, we decided to use the essential form of ACR-NEMA, that is (group#, element#, value) in our header and to implement as many of the ACR-NEMA group-element pairs as possible. However, we also decided to permit an unlimited number of image dimensions and to define pixels based on all primitive types plus common aggregate types (e.g., binary, complex and color). Moreover, from past experience, we knew this would not always be adequate, so we defined a mechanism whereby a programmer can define new pixel types as aggregates of the primitive types.
We did not adopt the ACR-NEMA scheme to store image pixels and overlay data (coincident text or graphics used for annotation of the image). The fact that ACR-NEMA specified a message format, implying serial access, makes it inappropriate for disk storage where one wants direct access for the fastest possible I/O. Moreover, since we wanted to support image compression, we were forced to consider an alternative scheme for storing pixels. Since overlays can be quite large, we decided to store them as we do pixels.
Because it uses the basic ACR-NEMA scheme for image header data, our format supports an essentially unlimited number of descriptive items. To make this capability convenient to use, we developed a data dictionary to translate a list of key names into group-element pairs. Thus, programmers using our software would not need to know anything about the ACR-NEMA standard; they only need to select the appropriate key names for the data items they want to store or retrieve.
We included other important features in our design. For example, to make it easy for a user to customize the system to meet particular requirements, we specified files and environment settings that provide run-time control of the system. Similarly, we defined a sophisticated mechanism for controlling the output of messages generated by the system to the user, to deliver as little or as much information as desired.
Finally, we chose an object-oriented approach for the software construction because of the size of the project. We agree with others that at present the best, practical, object-oriented language for systems development in UNIX is C++. 11 The object inheritance capabilities of C++ added flexibility to the implementation. This allows us to extend the capabilities of the software to meet unanticipated future needs by deriving new objects, such as new image types.
BASIC SYSTEM COMPONENTS
The software package implied by this design must consist of two primary components: a set of supporting libraries and a set of programs based on the libraries. A wide variety of programs for image processing, computer vision, neural network simulation and other purposes can be built on the set of libraries we are developing. The remainder of this paper describes the library architecture. The set of programs (/usr/image) we are using and will continue to develop is not addressed. The only program that must always accompany the libraries is the dictionary compiler, explained below. The appendix presents the formal grammar for the file format.
The present design calls for eight libraries, although since the implementation is not complete at this writing, that may change. In particular, the code for handling shared libraries, which has not yet been designed, may be put into an additional library. The libraries defined at present are as follows:
libbase.a A base library containing functions common to all programs. This is always used, since the other libraries depend on it.
libhdr.a A library for encoding and decoding arbitrary data by use of dictionaries to form the "header" portion of images.
libio.a The I/O library, which transfers headers, pictures and overlays between memory and disk. This also handles issues of pixel encoding.
libcompr.a A collection of compression functions available to the I/O library. Use of these may easily be specified by the user at run time.
libbuf.a A library for access to and manipulation of pixels in memory.
libtype.a A collection of conversion functions used by the buffer library to convert images from one type to another as required by the application.
libimg.a A library that couples the I/O library and the buffer library, so that images can be dealt with as objects.
libcompat.a A compatibility library to allow the existing /usr/image programs to be used with the new file format. This implements a conversion technique and will eventually be discarded.
The reason for having so many libraries is two-fold. It provides more flexibility and speed to application programmers because only libraries that are needed are linked with application objects to form programs. Entire libraries, especially the compression and type conversion libraries, can easily be replaced for special applications. The other reason is that it makes the software design cleaner and more maintainable. The hierarchy of this architecture encouraged us to decide carefully into which library the various components had to go.
The following paragraphs discuss selected components of the package and indicate how they all fit together.
The dictionary compiler
The dictionary compiler (dcomp) implements a formal language called Dictionary Compiler Language (DCL). Dcomp translates header key specifications written in DCL to produce a binary file called a dictionary and a C++ include file (dict.h), which defines the set of keys used to index the dictionary. The values in the dictionary are the formats and default values corresponding to the header keys. The use of format and default value specifications originated with the ACR-NEMA standard, although our implementation is more flexible (Appendix, Section 3).
A set of functions is also provided for searching the dictionary. For example, the following C++ statements would store and then retrieve the number of dimensions for level 3 of the image associated with class instance Image2:
// Declaration of variable to receive result. return val = Image2.GetKey(szIMAGE DIMENSIONS, NumDim, 3); return val = Image2.PutKey(szIMAGE DIMENSIONS, NumDim, 3);
The character string szIMAGE DIMENSIONS is an example of a header key that corresponds to a groupelement pair. This key is defined automatically in the dict.h file produced by the dictionary compiler.
As many as three dictionaries may be simultaneously used at a particular site. They are the site dictionary, which provides the majority of keys, the group dictionary, which defines project-specific keys, and the user's own private dictionary defining keys only he is using. The dictionaries are merged at the time of execution.
While it will not be usual to do so, it is possible to store the dictionaries at the beginning of an image file. This will be of benefit when one needs to send an image to a remote site. Thus, in the same sense as with the HDF format 6 , our format is self-describing. Just as in that case, software based on the special keys would have to be used to do anything meaningful with these keys.
I/O processing
The figure shows how several of the libraries fit together. Some of the boxes within each library are functional units, not necessarily C++ classes or modules. I/O can be thought of as proceeding from a request at the top of the tree down through the various layers to the "System" box at the bottom right, which represents the actual interface to UNIX.
Consider, for example, what happens when one reads a file. An instance of the image file class will be constructed for pixels of the desired type. The header data will then be read from disk and interpreted by the header class (calling the header library) using the appropriate dictionaries. This provides all the information necessary for interpreting the pixel data. If the pixels are the same type as required for the application, they are read directly into the pixel buffer. If they are another type, the appropriate functions from the type conversion library are used. XDR decoding and byte swapping are done in the I/O library. If the pixels on disk are compressed, the I/O library calls the appropriate function in the compression library to uncompress them. We make it possible for a level to be broken into "chunks" for storage on disk, so it is often unnecessary to uncompressed an entire file to read part of it.
To produce an output file, a similar approach is used. However, in this case, it is possible to provide the user greater control over the file format. For example, here is a possible sequence of commands given by a user to produce two files containing the same pixel data. 
